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Ricardo Pascale’s encounter with the ingenuous hard woods of the South American forests of 

Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay, is not as a carpenter or logger searching for the perfect tree, but 

as an artist seeking remnants from the past.  The woods that he chose are found objects, 

neglected remnants of past abuse, cutting, forms and functions.  Weathered, beaten, 

roughened and scarred, his woods have characters and history, waiting for the artist to give 

them new life and new aesthetic meaning.  Pascale is the magician and the shaman, with 

transformative powers to metamorphosize the severely neglected into an object of beauty and 

significance. Through reconstructuion and new construction, insipiration and poetic 

symbolism, ancient and modern references, and extraordinary technical skill, Pascale alters the 

past to create art for the present. 

 

Ricardo Pascale was born in Montevideo, Uruguay in 1942 and is highly regarded nos only as 

an artist but also for his successful carreer in world of economics and finance.  Interested in art 

since childhood and pursuing the study of painting and drawing in the 1980s, he turned to 

sculpture relatively late, in 1990s.  He continues to hold his country’s most important financial 

positions while enjoying success as an artist with numerous exhibitions and awards throughout 

the world.  His association with the unique and influential art traditions of Montevideo and the 

School of the South informs his work and his creative development and one cannot dismiss the 

role of Arte Constructivo, as well as a particular reference for the rules of abstraction and 

materials inherent in the city’s art history when looking at his sculpture. 

 

The legacy of Uruguayan Constructivism (Arte Constructivo) manifest itself in a number of 

ways, ranging from the subtlest to more overt.  Pascale’s sculpture underscores the 

extraaesthetic functions of each piece.  The particular character of material must be discussed 

even before the attention to abstraction and its association with symbolic language for the 

Americas and its dialogue with the past. 

 

Pascale uses hard woods that require hard work and demonstrate his ability to counter their 

resistence to create a work of art.  The ingenuous woods of forests, especially lapacho, 

curupay, ibirapitá and ibiraró from Paraguay, are found in their natural state and as salvage.  



The wood itself, before and after the artist’s intervention, functions within a vast 

methodological system of references embedded in the larger totality of history and myth.  

Primordial objects, figurines, architectural monuments, totems, and other artefacts of the past 

come to mind when confronting the power of his works. 

 

While most are universal in significance, the references to the cultural language of the Andes 

are most apparent in his stelae-shapes, relief work and monumental forms.  Inca ruins with 

pockmarks of time and incribed effigies and motifs emerge from the wood’s roughened 

surfaces. 

 

Textile patterns and architectural ornaments and details define a new means of abstact 

construction translated from their original context into wood. 

 

All of the structures latent within Pascale’s projects are based on a sense of geometric 

ordering and construction to represent a series of abstract motifs that recall prehistoric life-

symbols and natural and celestial shapes.  However, the also retain traces of references to the 

still living in their vitality and modernism.  Shapes become metaphors for a primal landscape 

and cosmic universe, and for human intervention and destruction.  Their essence transports us 

to the origins of humanity, while reminding us of the devastation of the present, a particularly 

significant situation in the Andes which endured conquest at so many levels.   Wheels, totems, 

pyramids, markers and artifacts represent minimal forms, reduced to the elemental in order to 

arrive at the essential.  The inheritance of El Taller de Torres García and its Constructivist 

tradition and language is evident in the objects formed and carved by Pascale which reveal the 

same emphasis on purity of vision and conception.  Each shape requires attention to balance, 

movement, tension and material intuition.  Ranging from the biomorphic and organic to de 

decidedly man-made, the shapes also reference geometry and mathematics (not surprising for 

a finance expert). 

 

Pascale also explores materials in complex mosaics and inlays that assit the original wood in 

acquiring new life as something else, the micro and/or the macro in a finished piece.  

Assemblage is particularly interesting in his large public outdoor monuments. 

 

The wood takes on new meaning not only for its reconstruction into large objects of energy 

and vitality, and seen as a powerful confrontations with the viewer and the environment.  

These works contrasts with the nature around them, while maintaining her essential meaning 



as the source of all materials.  Ricardo Pascale respects each of woods, from its indigenous 

origins to its symbolics and redefined role as a work of art. 

 

 

 


